TESTIMONIALS
Response to the Hip Hop Hoop Dance From Arts Education Preintern Students,
Faculty of Education, University of Regina
I think the performance in its entirety was absolutely fantastic. The

Great! The bridging between the two different cultures celebrated

only criticism I have is because the stage was above eye level for

through dance is an experience everyone should be a part of. Our

most students ; they did not get the full effect of the shapes made

world needs more integration of different cultures and viewpoints

with the hoops on the ground. I am not sure how to solve this-

opposed to separation. Very inspiring! A must see for all ages!

maybe a projection of large printed images on stage.

- Elora West, 4th Year Arts Education Preintern

At times it was also quite soft maybe microphones would have
been effective. But overall a great way to start discussing cross
cultural learning.

- Erika Folnovic. 4th year Arts Education Preintern

The live performance was fantastic . The kids loved it and were
so engaged . They connected the Aboriginal content to life in a
way that everyone could understand . The workshop alter the
performance was amazing . Everyone was moving and having fun.

I had a wonderful time watching "Hip Hop Hoop Dancing" at
Davison School in Melville. The artists were both inspiring with

Everyone had a great time.

- Cathleen McMillan, 4"' Year Arts Education Preintern

their knowledge and dance talent, and presented multiculturalism
and dance techniques to students in a way in which student s
might never have experienced before. I thoroughly enjoyed
the way in which they were able to meld Aboriginal and
African-American cultures together through dance to create
cultural understanding.

- Robyn Clay 4th Year Arts Education Preintern
Overall, Terrance and Jayson Littletent did a magnificent
job in their presentation for Davison and Miller students.
The involvement of Chancz Perry 's hip-hop engaged the students
emotionally mentally and physically. The combination of First
Nation's hoop dance and hip-hop dance created a harmonious
and welcoming environment for all, and through their presentation
each observer and participant was able to leave with a new wealth
of knowledge and appreciation for both styles of dance.

- Nicole Roche, 4th Year Arts Education Preintern

Don Hall

The kids responded really well with the show and were able to
take away from the narrative of the show. During our workshop,
Terrance and Chancz were able to get the kids up and dancing as
if all of them were all little dancers!

- Lisa Abrahamowicz, 2nd Year After Degree Preintern
I thought the entire performance was extremely well done. There
was a good balance between dancing and talking. My only
suggestion would be that the significance of the five hoops were
reviewed too many times- I realize review is important for
memory but by the fourth repetition the kids were starting to get
restless. My favourite part was the dialogue on how hip-hop and
hoop dance were similar. Thank you r

- Robin, 5th Year Arts Education Program

I loved your ability to engage the students and your audience

The performance was a very interesting combination of cultures
and dance that expanded the ideas I had of both. The messages

and Aboriginal dance was inspirational and educational! Havin g

and learning I gained from these gentlemen, along with the

male dancers also helped to break negative stereotypes in dance.

wonderful choreography and humor added in made it a very

Amazing performance!

educational and enjoyable experience.

- Ann Denton, 6th Year Arts Education Preintern

Wow! It was fantastic to see how you used dance to bridge the gap

Chancz , Terrance and Jason, thank you so much for your

between cultures and see the similarities in both . You covered so

performance in Melville. It is so stunning to see the commonalities

much in so little time. Yes, the burning questions I have are:

between Aboriginal Hoop Dancing and Hip-Hop Dance. Work like

1) How did you get the hoops to stay on your body like that? And

this is integral to Saskatchewan as it highlights the similarities

2) How did you back flip as you did on stage? Simply amazing!

we all have rather than focusing on the differences. It is so much

Keep it up!

more than just a performance: it is a message that speaks across

- Lee Beckmann, After Degree Preintern

Cover:

- Katherine Telford, 4"' Year Arts Education Preintern

interactionI Cultural similarities and similarities between hip-h op

- Heather Dales, 2nd Year After Degree Preintern
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"Kids will love it t"

cultures. Keep the inspiration alive 1

The live hip-hop performance by Chancz Perry, Terrance and

The performance was not only entertaining, but it was also very

Jayson Uttletent was engaging and entertaining. The performance

educational. The two performers interacted to demonstrate the

is appropriate for all ages, and includes values that can relate to all

similarities between two cultures . This dance kept the students

cultures and morals. It provides insight to First Nations ' culture in a

engaged and at times quite amazed. I would highly recommend

non-threatening way and includes imagery using the hoops in

this performance for elementary and middle years students. Their

representing different anima ls. It was upbeat and fun, and I would

dance can be used as a stimulus to bridge all of the arts as well as

definitely watch it again.

m any other subject areas.

- Alejandra M. Cabrera, 4th Year Arts Education Preintern
This is an excellent example of two cultures learning from each
other rather than colliding. It also illustrates Canada 's cultural
mosaic. I would recommend th is presentation for anyone .
Amazing . All three members of the group came together to
create a piece that was entertaining, educational, and energetic .

"I absolutely loved the performance ! Terrence, Jayson and Chancz

Even after witnessing a recorded version, seeing it live was new,

provided a captivating and moving piece that was applicable to all

exciting and fresh; a true joy to experience.

ages and ethnicities. I left the performance feeling so inspired and

- K. Johnson, 4th year Arts Education Preintern

warning to learn even more abo t these incredible dancers. What
I loved most was the react ion from the K-6 students that were

The hip-hop hood dancing performance by Jason and Terrance
Littletent , and Chancz Perry was an engaging fusion of two

also in the audience. They were so excited and engaged in what
they saw, and left the performance having learned some valuable

cultures. The quality of organization and exceptional ta lent allowed

lessons about hoop dance and its connection to other forms of

for the messages of respect. love, kindness, knowledge, watch in g

dance. Something I could watch again and again ."

and listening to the people, the world around us and Mother Earth
to be illustrated. The piece was educating on both First Nations

I really enjoyed the Hip Hop Hoop performance! It was really

and African American cultures, which provided positive messages

great for all the children to see something so culturally unique

about appreciation. I thoroughly enjoyed the piece and it left me

and relevant in their lives. I believe it opened some eyes and

longing for more beautiful and enlightening dance!

broadened some perspectives on cultural difference-a must see

- Marcy Jenkins, 4th Year Arts Education Preintern

for any school and any age.

- Jade Schrumm, 4th Year Arts Education Preintern
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LESSON 1
Meet the Dance Artists!
Hand out Artist Study Sheets and discuss the questions on the sheets prior to watching the video.
Show artists ' introductory video and then discuss the content of the video with the class. The video
and question sheets have been designed to give students important background information about
the artists, their careers and the significant influences in their lives that have played a role in
shaping their artistic expressions.

Here is a link to the video. https://youtu.be/h3yhjl3FFok

Student Assignment
Hand out Artist Study Sheets from the package. Students should work on these sheets individually
or in pairs . Teachers may want to hold a discussion with students once they have completed their
sheets to afford students the opportunity for them to share their ideas and insights.

Assessment Piece
Students could be given a mark for answers given, or, this study could be placed in a working
portfolio or a presentation portfolio.
Or, a rubric could also be created to assess the student s' quality and level of response.
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ARTIST STUDY
Terrance Littletent
1.

Where were you born and where did you grow up?

2. Did the community that you grew up in play a role in shaping your career as a dancer?
If so, how?

3. Who were the people in your life that inspired you to become a Hoop dancer?
How did those people inspire you?

4. Does the natural environment inspire you when you are dancing?

5. What has been your most memorable experience dancing to date?

6.

Are women and girls allowed to participate in the Hoop Dance?

7. Is the Pow Wow an important part of First Nations culture?

8.

5

What do you want people to learn from watching you perform the Hoop Dance?

ARTIST STUDY
Chancz Perry
1.

Where were you born and where did you grow up?

2. Did the community that you grew up in have an impact on you becoming an artist?

3. How old were you when you began dancing?

4. Who or what inspired you to keep dancing?

5.

Where has your dance career taken you?

6.

What have been some of the highlights of your dancing career to date?

7. What is your favourite style of dance?

8.

What style of dance do you find most difficult or challenging?

9.

What do you hope to teach young people through your performance Hip hop Hoop Dance?

10. Why do you believe that dance is an important art form in society? What purpose does it serve?
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LESSON 2
So What Do You Know?
Looking at Present Knowledge
Create a KWL Chart on Hip- Hop Dancing and Hoop Dancing
Begin the class by creating a KWL chart on chart paper. Fill out the charts as a class or, sp lit the
class into groups and appoint leaders to fill in the information given by classmates, and have the
groups working simultaneously. Each group should fill out the first two categories of their KWL
charts . After the brainstorming sessions , students could present their charts to each other.
Note: The last section of the chart should be left blank to be filled in at the end of the unit so that
students will be able to observe and record their learning.

Sample KWL charts:

HIP HOP KWL CHART

w

L

What do you want
to know about
Hip Hop Dance?

What have you
learned about
Hip Hop Dance?

HOOP DANCING KWL CHART

7

K

w

L

What do you
know
about
Hoop Dancing?

What do you want
to know about
Hoop Dancing?

What have you
learned about
Hoop Dancing?

LESSON 3
So What Did You Imagine, Experience, See, Hear, and Feel?
Post- Performance Activity for Discussion or Written Responses
Help Students to Express in Oral or Written Form
Depending on your class, you may want to use the following prompts strictly as a discussion
component or, you may choose to assign it to students as a written assignment.

1.

The dance piece made me think of :

2. The dance piece reminded me of:

3.

I liked these parts of the dance:

4.

I wondered about these parts of the dance:

5.

I would ask the artists ab out:

As an extension to the above questions, students could create 3 or more prompts of
their own and either answer them or trade them with another student.
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LESSON 4
Hip-Hop Hoop Dance and the 5 W’s
Mini Research Assignment
Using the library and Internet have students research the following:

1.

WHO were the first Hip-Hop dancers and who is now popular in the Hip-Hop dance scene?
List at least three Canadian Hip-Hop artists (this may include musicians or dancers)

2.

In WHAT way has the Hip-Hop culture (including Hip-Hop music and dance) influenced the
choices we make about the clothing we wear, our hair- styles, make-up and social activities?

3.

WHERE did Hip-Hop dance originate?

4.

WHEN did Hip-Hop dance originate?

5. WHY do you think Hip-Hop music and dance (or, Hip-Hop culture in general) has become so
popular in our society?

6.
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HOW are the social issues of our time, represented in Hip-Hop dance and Hip-Hop culture?

LESSON 5
Visual Art Response
Communicating Ideas through Dance
Through their respective art forms, artists of every discipline, have throughout history
often strived to communicate ideas about themselves, their identity, their community
and the place that they live in, as well as by making commentary on the social issues of
their time.
In this lesson, students will seek to understand the main message(s) represented within the Hip-Hop
Hoop Dance piece.
In this two-part lesson, either as an entire class or in groups, to share ideas, build meaning and to
reflect on the performance that they have experienced. Once they have come to a conclusion, they
will have the opportunity to reflect on the work and show their understanding of the
performance by creating a visual art piece. Because responding to the arts is a discovery
process, students are encouraged to create a visual image, in response to the dance piece that
displays critical and creative thinking along with intuition, imagination and their existing knowledge of
the dance piece.
►

The visual image that students create will therefore be a representation of how
they felt about the dance piece, and / or it will reflect what they have learned
about the dance forms being represented.

►

Their visual images may also reflect the messages communicated by the dance
piece or, it may provide commentary on the dance and its particular
significance to them personally.

►

Students may want to use found images and create a collage style response.

►

They may choose to draw completely using their own imagination or, they
may want to find images and try to imitate the work of other artists as a way
of connecting to the dance piece.

►

Any combination of the above would also be acceptable as long as the student
can either verbally or in written form justify what they have created and
rendered on paper as their visual art response.
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LESSON 6
Dance as Storytelling:
Creating an Original Dance Piece
Generate Movement for Exploration and Performance
To begin this lesson, share the following background information with the students:
The dancer; Terrance Littletent. who is Cree, is from the Kawacatoose, First Nations reserve, in
Saskatchewan. In a brief interview, Terrance said that the Hoop Dance was bestowed upon him by
his uncle. Terrance also said that, "dances like the Hoop Dance are passed down from generation
to generation." Moreover, "the Hoop Dance is a storytelling dance that First Nations people were
given by the Creator." Therefore, the dance is a gift from the Creator. " With the special hoops , hoop
dancers mimic the four-legged. two-legged and winged creatures of the Earth." In First Nations
cultures. dance is viewed as a way to communicate with the Creator. Of his dancing, Terrance says
that, "We dance from our heart and spirit for our people."
- Interview with Terrance Littletent, February, 2012.

In a similar vein, the task of students will be to create a dance that tells a
First Nation story.
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►

In groups, students will choose a story , or the teacher may decide to assign an
age-appropriate story.

►

Students will read their stories and will decide how they feel that they should
best depict their story through movement.

►

The goal of the dance will be for them to recreate the story through
movement, mime, by creating movement patterns and combinations of steps .

►

Through their movements they will non-verbally portray words, thoughts and
ideas from the story. It might be helpful for the students to think of their dance
as having a beginning, middle and ending. If students have chosen a story
that is longer in length, it may make sense for them to only recreate a part
of the story, or to adapt the story to fit their needs. Omitting parts of the
story may also be necessary. Perhaps choosing to include only the major
idea of the story in their dance may work best.

►

In whatever way the children decide to use their story to inform their dance ,
they should be encouraged to use creativity and imagination and to take risks
in terms of being creative with their movement piece.

►

Furthermore, the dance should flow together well, and members should
know their parts by memory.

►

When performing the dance in front of an audience, dancers should be
engaged in their performance and commit to their dance entirely. For example
, dancers will not be looking around or fidgeting while on stage (whatever that
looks like for your class - it may only be at the front of the classroom, but a stage
is a stage nonetheless!) When dancers are engaged in their performance it is
always evident to the audience and makes for a much more enthusiastic and
interesting show.

►

When students have completed their dance creations, each group should have
the opportunity to perform in front of an audience. The audience may only be
other class members, or it may be in front of a different class.

►

It is often beneficial to have students self-evaluate on how well they felt
they did as an individual performer within their group as well as to have
students evaluate how well they felt their group did as a whole. These
opportunities for self-reflection will help students to look at their personal
contributions and to reflect on what they have learned, on what they feel that
they have achieved and on what they feel they could improve upon.

Teacher's Note
The following is a list of recommended First Nations literature for
dance inspiration:
Groups may also give feedback to each other at the end of their performances if they can give
positive and objective feedback. However, this might best be left up to the teacher unless students
have had practice learning this form of skillful feedback and critical analysis.

The Story of the Rabbit Dance, by Jeanne Pelletier and Illustrated by J. D. Panas.
The above story was written by a Metis author from Saskatchewan and includes a CD with traditional
jigging music as well as story narration in both English and Michif.
Rainbow Crow, by David Bouchard and illustrated by David Jean and the music of Manantial.
The above story was written by Metis author David Bouchard, one of Canada's best-selling writers,
who is also originally from Saskatchewan . The story of the Rainbow Crow, is narrated in English,
French and Ojibwe.
The Drum Calls Softly, by David Bouchard, and Shelly Willier, illustrated by Jim Poitras, with
singing and drumming by Northern Cree.
Like David Bouchard, the artist Jim Poitras was born in Saskatchewan. He is of Cree, Salteaux and
Metis descent. The group Northern Cree, is one of the world's most respected pow-wow groups. Their
music is featured on the CD included in this book. As well, the story is narrated in English and Cree.
The Elders Are Watching, by David Bouchard and illustrated by Roy Henry Vickers.
Qu'Appelle, by David Bouchard and illustrated by Michael Lonechild.
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A Note About the Co-Creator of the Teacher's Package
Shaeya Baliko-Phonsavatdy is specialized in teaching Arts Education
and Special Education. In 2000, she began her career in Education
teaching in Tumor Lake, Saskatchewan , a remote Northern Dene
community. There she learned to snare rabbits in the bush, trap
muskrat and successfully cook fresh moose meat. Other notable
adventures (a.k.a. learning experiences) under Shaeya's belt include
trekking through Costa Rica on an Outward Bound course where

rappelling down waterfalls, spelunking, surfing and white-water
rafting were curriculum components.
Aside from her love of travel and the great outdoors, Shaeya's main
passion that she brings to the classroom is her love of dance and
the arts. Shaeya has studied numerous dance forms including :
Hungarian, Middle East ern, Northern Indian Katha k, Flamenco, Jazz,
Modern and Creative dance.
Phot o by Michelle Richter

For the past twelve years, Shaeya has been teaching with Regina Catholic Schools and views each
new year as a brand-new adventure in teaching and learning with her students.
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TERRANCE LITTLETENT
Terrance Littletent is from the Kawacatoose Cree Nation
and born in Regina, Saskatchewan. Much of his traditional
teachings were inherited through his family and elders,
singers and dancers , storytellers and academics. Terrance is
an accomplished Grass and Hoop Dancer who has traveled
across Canada, the United States , and overseas, sharing his
gift of song, dance, and narrative, in humble way. At the age
of 6, Terrance had already been introduced to the traditional
techniques and movement skills used to create his own
dance choreography. By the age of 8, Terrance's uncle, Kirby
Littletent, presented him with the gift of the hoop, which
inspired Terrance to continue his uncle's legacy of sharing
the ways of their people. Eleven years later, Terrance
became recognized as a World-Renowned Hoop Dancer.
As an educator, producer, and performer, Terrance continues

Photo: Terrance Littletent

to find ways to bridge traditional and contemporary dance and music styles. He was also employed
as a Cultural Liaison, working with community school students in the public school system.

CHANCZ PERRY (ECE, BA, BFA)

Photo by Gary Yu

Chancz Perry is certified in Early Childhood Education, has a
BFA in Dance, and a BA in Criminology from Simon Fraser
University. Aside from spending his time in graduate studies
exploring the utility in art therapy programming at the University
of Regina, Chancz has spent over 30 years in the entertainment
industry - on stage, screen, and behind the scenes. This
multifaceted producer, choreographer, and triple-threat
performer, was nominated for two Jessie Richardson Awards
and the recipient of the Vancouver Sun Reader's Choice Award
for Entertainer of the Year. Some film and theatre credits
include Mr. Magoo, Bye Bye Birdie, Charlie Horse Music Pizza,
West Side Story, Kiss Me Kate, Five Guys Named Moe, and the
Gabriel Dumont Wild West Show. While continuing his practice
as an interdisciplinary artist, Chancz has been an Artist in
Residence in Regina Public Schools and a sessional instructor at
the University of Regina (Media, Arts, and Performance
Department; Kinesiology and Health Studies Department). He
also carried several positions at Globe Theatre where he was the
Educational Outreach facilitator who helped to bring creation
based theatre programming into marginalized schools and
community organizations; the Shumiatcher Sandbox Series
coordinator who helped local artists and production teams to
platform theatrical creations; and a Theatre School Faculty
specializing in creative expression.

WORLD CHAMPION HOOP DANCER,
TERRANCE LITTLETENT, COLLABORATES
WITH INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTIST,
CHANCZ PERRY, TO PRODUCE A CROSS
CULTURAL FUSION OF FIRST NATION HOOP
DANCE AND NORTH AMERICAN HIP HOP. BOTH
ENGAGING PERFORMERS SHARE A HISTORICAL,
EDUCATIONAL, AND INSPIRATIONAL, OUTLOOK
OF THE TWO DANCE GENRES.
www.hiphophoopdance.ca

For more information, please contact:
Chancz Perry
(306) 201-9905
cperrysutherland@gmail.com

Terrance Littletent
(306) 807-7127
terrancelittletent@icloud.com

Hip Hop Hoop Dance Teaser: https://youtu.be/h3yhjl3FFok

